The following 5 pages are just a short collection of evidence in support
of this exposé about the serial abuser-stalker-criminal Paul Collins and
his loathsome activities. One female victim speaks out here in a
personal letter to the Irish Courts. (Some detail has been omitted to
respect the wishes of the author and for legal reasons).

Here (left) Paul Collins gets off to
an early start in a criminal career
that apparently spans 3 decades.
I-I researchers also have a ‘Paul
Collins’ of the same age and
location doing serious prison time
in the UK, and being involved in
drug smuggling. (We are waiting
for confirmation that it is the same
individual profiled here before
posting that detail.)
On the following page, a 17-year
old girl recounts her experiences
with Paul Collins when she was
aged just 14 years!

Here, a 17-year old girl recounts her unsettling experiences with Paul Collins when she
was aged just 14 years!

Paul Collins frightens me to death, I cringe when I hear his name. Through the anonymous phone
calls in which my mam received at night which have now been linked to Paul Collins, it made me
terrified in my own home. I could not sleep at night while my mam was receiving these calls, I was
petrified that he would turn up at our house especially with dad in Australia. I thought Paul Collins
would see us as an easy target to get at dad. Even when we moved to the other side of the world it
didn’t stop. He threatened that he was going to get us deported from Australia, this unsettled me
greatly. It showed me the length this man would go to, to get what he wants. Family friends in
Australia then started to receive calls from Paul requesting our address. This too unsettled me as I
too started to receive calls from an unknown number during the night. I’m not saying that these
were from Paul Collins, but I could only think the worst as they were occurring around the same
time. I couldn’t understand why he wanted our address. When dad was arrested I thought that Paul
Collins had succeeded in ripping our family apart. I think you would agree with when I say that I
don’t think any child should feel as unsafe in their own home as I did. I hope he is pleased with the
traumatic experience he has put my family through. I will certainly never forget the things he has
done to my parents.
Rachel Moore ( 17 years old)
12.05.1014

Here, using another of his usual tactics, Paul Collins sets up a false facebook
profile of this girl’s father listing him as a homosexual and a ‘retard’!
Similar pages were set up anonymously to attack Stephen Manning.

Rachel Moore daughter of Joan Cummins & Franny Moore

Here, Paul Collins creates another false ‘young girl’ fb profile in
an attempt to entrap and abuse Stephen Manning. Several such
profiles were created to try to create a false ‘history’ of
Stephen’s supposed ‘connections’ with dating websites and
illegal pornographic content etc

Paul Collins uses a false DOB on his UK Director records
- why? Here below, he is now registered as ‘Irish’ under
his true DOB as a Director of Blackhall Equine Ltd.

Just the tip of a very dirty and diseased iceberg folks.. If the
provocations continue, and the authorities continue NOT to
take action against this devious and twisted individual, then
more of the same will be posted here - including proofs of
the involvement of senior authority figures, Garda
Management and judges in cover-up after cover-up..

Unsolved assaults and even a murder?

Here, Paul Collins tries to generate sectarian violence
against Stephen Manning using a false profile again.

The name ‘McGinley’ is one of
the ancestral names he used in a
number of viciously abusive and
defamatory attacks. His mother’s
maiden name was McGinley - as
was the maiden name of the
mother of a senior Mayo
politician. Birth & marriage
certificates, census records and
first-hand statements made by
family members leave no doubt
about the familial connections.

And what about this? The attack on Achill was clearly a case of ‘mistaken identity’ intended for
Stephen Manning to try to force him to drop the civil case against George Collins. The attack and
the subsequent murder has still not been properly investigated - 5 years later! Why?

